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Abstract: The growing accessibility of internet service, especially in the Internet Plus era, supported mass customization in the apparel industry. As mass customization emphasize on providing individually-designed products and services to meet every customer requirement, the advanced Internet-based service systems help achieve high process flexibility and integration. In this paper, we studied the triangle relations among consumer, brands’ designer, and manufacturer in collaborative design process in apparel mass-customized product development. As well as explained the advanced technologies enabling collaborative design process, such as toolkits for co-design, 3D body scanning, and CAD systems. We finally gave three feasible recommendations for apparel industry to apply mass customization strategy.
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1. Introduction

As China’s economy matures, China’s State Council has unveiled a ten-year national plan, Made in China 2025, which is designed to transform and upgrade China from a manufacturing giant into a world manufacturing power [33]. This initiative draws direct inspiration from "Industry 4.0" plan, which was initially discussed in 2011 and later adopted in 2013 by German government. Based on "Made in China 2025", Chinese Prime Minister Li Keqiang released national strategy of "Internet Plus", aiming to integrate internet service (e.g. mobile Internet, cloud computing, big data, and the Internet of Things) with traditional transaction, to accelerate the development of smart manufacturing [34].

With the help of Internet service, traditional garment industry is currently varying from homogenized low-cost product competition to customized and high-qualified product competition. As illustrated in Fig. 1. Along with this
trend, the apparel mass customization emerged, making a tremendous transformation from traditional mass production. Mass customization is a win-win strategy for both production and distribution, combined the advantages of fully customized and mass production. To be specific, it not only meets customer demands, but also makes the business keep relatively low production costs and short delivery time.

Technologically, to support mass customization process, advanced manufacturing technologies, flexible management techniques, and especially the information technologies are needed. In the Internet plus era, internet service provides a platform for the efficient and spontaneous information interaction, which has been viewed as the essential infrastructure for mass customization. However, due to the communication barriers between consumers and e-retailers, as well as the consumers order and pay for the co-design product that s/he has never experienced, hence consumers' perceived risks still exist in mass customization process [18]. Therefore, the contributions of our research are: Firstly, highlight collaborative design process, which not only provides the co-design platform among consumer and brand's designer, but also makes possible the instant telecommunication among consumer, brand, and manufacturer; Secondly, explain the enabled technologies for collaborative design, e.g. toolkits for co-design, 3D body scanning, and CAD systems; Thirdly, give some practicable recommendations for apparel mass-customized companies to gain a larger share of market in the Internet Plus era.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Apparel Mass Customization

Initially, Stan Davis (1987) created the term "mass customization" in the book Future Perfect, which became an innovation concept in manufacturing. Later Pine (1993) coined five stages of mass customization with a process continuum, where products range from purely mass produced to completely mass customized (Fig.2). Also he defined mass customization as a hybrid of mass production and craft customization, with rapidness and lower expense. According to Loker (2007), mass customization is a business strategy, focusing on advanced technologies, consumer involvement, and production and distribution. To be Brief, traditional manufacturers have to make changes to meet the needs and requirements for individual consumer without sacrificing the efficiencies or profits [27].

When it comes to the fashion industry, focusing on "uniqueness" and "fitness", Piller (2004) has defined mass customization as an innovative development axis. Ashdown (2007) confirmed that the demand for mass-customized garment from individual consumer was steadily growing. In contrast to pure customization strategies, however, which designed to serve products in small niche markets, mass customizers intend to operate in considerably large markets. Yet to implement a mass customization program, the state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies supporting flexible manufacturing systems have to be developed to meet individual design taste as well as fit requirement [16].

The benefits of apparel mass customization are both for consumers and retailers. On one hand, customers achieve a higher level of satisfaction due to the individualized offering and unique shopping experience [35]. On the other hand, mass customization is an efficient way to achieve a wider range of customer needs with lower effort and high flexibility [26]. Further, from the companies’ perspective, mass customization provides a more satisfactory purchase experience and facilitates to build long-term relationships with customers [8].
2.2. Co-design Process

Piller (2005) proclaimed mass customization as, “Customer co-design progress of products and services, which meet the needs of each individual customer with regard to certain product features.” Schreier (2006) cited that the ‘pride of authorship’ effect through consumer co-design process. Likewise, Merle, Chandon, and Roux (2008) defined the customer’s experiential co-design value from two dimensions: hedonic and creative achievement. Further, Lee, Damhorst, Campbell, Locker, and Parsons (2011) viewed co-design process as one aspect of mass customization concentrate on design personalized design by offering a high level of interactivity between consumers and retailer. Moreover, Thallmaier (2015), identified customer co-design is a development process, where the customer and provider collectively ideate, elaborate and create a design specification for a product. To summarize, co-design acts as a process of collective creativity, in which ideas and thoughts are shared between at least two people when design a product or service.

While in the field of mass customization, through co-design platform, consumers can actually participate in products development process by selecting different options provided by brands’ designers, such as style, fabric, color, monogram, as well as size alternatives [21]. For instance, Magic Manufactory, an app designed by Red Collar, which is one of the most sufficient mass-customized mobile devices for customers, where it provided a wide range of selection for specific product features (e.g. colors, fabrics, and size measurements) to create products that suit individual customers’ preferences. Fig. 3 shows mass-customized process of Magic Manufactory.

![Fig. 3. Mass-customized process of Magic Manufactory.](image)

2.3. Modular Design

Modular design has been viewed as a design technique that can be used to develop complex products using similar components [13]. Further, they defined modular design is an attempt to reach both the gains of standardization (high volume normally equals low manufacturing costs) and the gains of customization [28]. Later, Kamrani and Nasr (2010) stated modular design was the process of producing units that perform discrete functions, and then connecting the units together to become a variety of functions. Therefore, the concept of modularity has played a crucial role in the development of the mass customization paradigm. Also the benefits of modular design appear on both sides of the consumers and brands [3]. On one side, product modularity makes the product development process open to individual customer, to enable each customer creates product based on their own preference. On the other side, product modularity allows the firms module the product separately, then the components’ variety can be reduced, but offering more diversity of end products. In the apparel mass customization context, modularity enables enterprises to cope with the rapidly changing customer requirements and growing technical complexity. In order to fulfill this strategy, the producer divide garment into different units, such as a tailored-suit and be divided into body, collar, sleeve, pocket, and vent. The brands’ designers preform the basic style, and upload the work in modular design database in advances, after that, consumers can choose the standardized components to create personalized products. Then, fig. 4 demonstrates modular design database.
3. Enabled Technologies for Collaborative Design

3.1. Toolkits for Co-design

As mentioned, customer co-design act as a unique characteristic of mass customization, enabled by dedicated tools recognized as configurator, modular design database, and co-design interface [7]. These systems are leading the user through the configuration process where diverse alternatives are represented and visualized for customers. Configurators that facilitate the process of gathering customer preferences are considered as the most significant enablers of the mass customization strategy. To be specific, a configurator is implemented at the interface between customers and entrepreneurs via the internet, with the purpose to stimulate customers participate in the product configuration according to their individual requirements [26].

In the Internet Plus era, Internet services are focusing more concentration on the collaboration tools, which enable the user contribute in product development process. Considering the co-design process, consumers are invited to take part in co-creation section by defining, configuring, matching, or modifying an individual preference. Hence, the design configurator brings the potential to respond quickly to customer requirements and generate a range of variant designs to meet individual preference [32].

3.2. 3D Body Scanning

In order to provide fit-based mass-customized apparel products, accurate body measurements are need. Then 3D body scanning is one of the significant technologies that support automatic data gathering in the garment industry. Commonly, a 3D body scanner is the size of a fitting room, using cameras or lasers to capture over 300,000 data points for each participant’s scan within a few seconds. Then the software automatically extracts hundreds of body measurements with high efficacy and accuracy [6]. After that, data can be transferred directly from the scanner to personal computer, which offer precise, accurate, and repeatable data for tailored-garment making. Therefore, 3D body scanning contributes to collect three-dimensional data from individual customers and send them to manufacturers to develop customized-garment.

Currently, 3D body scanning has been viewed as the frontier in solving fit problems. It not only facilitates collecting accurate data, catering to the demand for customized garments, but also builds virtual model fit trials that enhance online clothing shopping experiences. Briefly, it is expected to increase consumer satisfaction and reduce commercial waste due to ‘ill-fit’ returns. Therefore, 3D body scanning can be regarded as a significant bridge between craftsmanship and computer-aided design technologies, supporting automatic made-to-measure for mass customization strategy.

3.3. CAD Systems

Computer-aided design (CAD) systems are considered as the primary tools apply in mass customization, which is to operate garment panel shapes into the digital form [1]. CAD systems are utilized for allowing the modification of patterns for individual body measurement based on body scanning results. Carrere, Istock, Little, Hong, and Plumlee (2001) created a conceptual model that automatically transfers body scanning data to CAD format. The CAD systems can adjust patterns spontaneously according to specific measurement data, without perpetual change from the original garment

![Modular design database](image-url)
pattern. After that, the CAD file can be directly transferred to automatic cutting machine for pattern cutting.

Apart from the above technologies, other advanced technologies, such as, automatic cutting technology, digital printing, electronic data interchange, and virtual try-on system, are essential in the implementation of apparel mass customization.

4. Collaborative Design in Internet Plus Era

4.1. Collaborative Design

The Product collaborative development supported by the Internet is a synthesis process, organized by multi-functional collaborative teams, which is aiming to gather and integrate customers’ requirements [9]. Furthermore, collaborative design working as an important application of computer technology that telecommunication infrastructure has been established to achieve it. With the help of Internet, collaborative design can effectively support product innovation through the combination of cooperative work and advanced manufacturing technologies, which are significantly different from traditional sequential product development (Fig. 5). Specifically, mass customization establishes a co-operative environment, where the consumers propose individually-designed products and services, the companies provide co-design platform, meanwhile, the manufacturers develop high quality products (Fig. 6).

Based on the collaborative design process, it not only enables the consumers to participate in product design stage with the help of brands’ designers, also brings the consumers closer to manufacturing of their customized products. As illustrated in Fig. 6, consumers propose their design requests, then the clients design personal product based on their specific needs from modular database. Simultaneously, the brands’ designers provide basic design style and modular database, and they have a good selection of suitable material and fabric relate to each garment as well. In addition to that,
the platform offers an instant communication between consumer and brands' designers to support co-design process. When it comes to the manufacturers, they provide tailored customization technologies, such as 3D body scanner measurement, CAD pattern making, and automatic cutting device. After sewing and ironing, the personal products will be delivered to customers directly. Therefore, the information management and flexible manufacturing technologies make the collaborative design come true in mass-customized process. Compared to traditional sequential product development, as mentioned before, the collaborative design process gives each consumer an opportunity to take part in product design and development process, which used to be the domain of firms.

4.2. Case Study: Collaborative Design for Apparel Mass Customization

4.2.1. Red Collar Group
Red Collar Group, founded in 1995, specializes in producing customized high-qualified suits series, including suits, pans, shirts, and coats. The company was initially an OEM (original equipment manufacturer) and ODM (original design manufacturer), which has effective assembly line to produce garment for other brands. Due to the fierce competition from the peer manufactures, Red Collar Group has been focusing on high-end men’s suit customization MTM (made-to-order) business since 2005, and becomes an active explorer in Chinese garment industry [12]. By the end of 2012, Red Collar achieved more than 150% year-on-year growth among production, sales and profit targets [11]. Currently, Red Collar has grown into a mega C2M (customer to manufacturer) digital ecosystem with advanced technologies in garment manufacturing industry, and continued to introduce 3D printing, big data and other new technologies.

With the help of Internet services, Red Collar established accessible collaborative design platform-KUTE Internet Platform to meet individual customer requirements, and build a seven-day personalized product development process to support MTM strategy (Fig. 7). First of all, a giant version of database is the key to achieve MTM business mode. Thanks to its OEM and ODM background, Red Collar develops a huge database with more than one billion body type version for basic pattern making. At the same time, brand’s designers create abundant design database, including styles, colors, fabrics, and other materials, to enable individual consumer make personal garment with less effort. After that, advanced manufacturing technologies help achieve real-time monitoring among consumers, brands, and manufactures. Once the consumers submit product orders under any circumstances, then firms instantly analyze the design requirements (such as fabrics, lining, trimming, et al.) to develop production schedule based on retailers’ current inventory. Besides, well-organized CAD systems facilitate transform product information into digital manufacturing automatically. After the whole process of pattern making, cutting, sewing, ironing, testing and packaging, the customized garment will be delivered to the product owner via flexible logistics.

![Fig. 7. A seven-day mass-customized product development.](source: Red Collar Official website)

4.2.2. Saint Angelo
Zhejiang Saint Angelo Clothing Co., LTD, founded in June 2001, mainly engaged in design and product suit, shirt, and other lines of menswear. In recent years, the company has three clothing manufacturing bases of Wenzhou, Shanghai and Anhui, and it has more than 1,500 retail terminal networks, 7 thousand employees, over 4 billion RMB total assets, and more than 3 billion RMB of annual output value [37]. In the year of 2015, Saint Angelo started to launch the C2B (consumer to business) full-line private custom business
with tailored technique, to follow the trend of mass customization in Internet Plus era. The company has invested more than one hundred million RMB to reform the intelligent assembly line to make production plans on the basis of sales and align production seamlessly, aiming to preempt the high-end personalization business market.

The smart cloud-wing system that coined by Saint Angelo, consists of one body and two wings, which provide a collaborative design platform among clients, brands, and manufacturers. To be specific, the transparent cloud factory of smart manufacturing is viewed as the main body, while the exclusive customization cloud platform and data sharing platform are taken as the two wings. Through the smart cloud-wing system, making the C2M + O2O (online to offline) integrated industrial and trade service management mode become reality. Saint Angelo takes the consumers’ demands as the starting point, then creates an EMTM (electronic made to measure) virtual customization mode suitable for large-scale personalized customization. As illustrated in Fig. 8. At the same time, it develops a web-interface on ecommerce, allowing the consumers input their personalized requirements by selecting produce features (e.g. fabrics, styles, techniques, yarn colors) from modular design database, to create their exclusive customized garments. Based on the intelligent assembly line, advanced CAD systems can form into independent pattern model “one man, one version” and generate customization order automatically. Also, the systems realize the traceable digital management along the whole process of smart manufacturing.

As a result, with the help of smart cloud-wing system, the production efficiency increase by 50%, the product qualification ratio rise up to 99%, while the number of personnel is cut by 10%. Moreover, the product delivery time is shortened to 7 days from 15 days. Ultimately, through the smart cloud-wing platform, the mission of Saint Angelo is to build an internet + industrial ecosystem that can accumulate and integrate big data from the whole apparel industry, promoting the upstream and downstream interconnectivity, sharing and coordination of the industry chain, further to develop an information sharing platform related to design, technique, product among customers, brands, and manufacturers.

5. Recommendations and Conclusion

According to Pine and Gilmore (1999) asserted that our society has been moving into an era of an experience economy. The role of the consumer changes into a co-designer or co-developer of the products. As mentioned above, collaborative design allows multi-designer from different locations to participate in the same design process, which plays a core role in mass customization action. Specifically, with the help of sophisticated Internet-based service systems, collaborative design method enables the firms to provide customized products and services based on the needs and requirements of individual customers. Also collaborative design method transformed the masses of data into meaningful and understandable information, to provide a quick and effective interaction among customers, companies, and manufacturers via the Internet.

Therefore, through our study, we give three recommendations for mass customization strategy in apparel industry:

1. Considering consumer co-design process determines the success of mass customization, the interface for co-design process should be well-organized and simplified, otherwise it may lead to consumers’ mass
confusion, then reduce consumer satisfaction, and even decrease users’ purchase intention.

2. In the era of Internet Plus, mobile internet plays an increasing significant role in the apparel industry. Hence, it is a wise choice for the entrepreneurs to develop aesthetic, clear, and understandable applications on digital media for e-commerce.

3. Privacy risk has to be taken into account in Internet Plus era. As customer’s personal information have been collected by companies during the customized process, entrepreneurs should take the responsibility to store and make appropriate use of personal information.
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